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Disclaimer

"eToro is a multi-asset platform which offers both investing in stocks and digital assets, as well as trading CFDs.

Please note that CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 67% of retail investor 
accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work, and whether you 

can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.

This is a marketing communication and should not be taken as investment advice, personal recommendation, or an offer of, or solicitation to buy or sell, 
any financial instruments. This material has been prepared without taking into account any particular recipient’s investment objectives or financial 
situation, and has not been prepared in accordance with the legal and regulatory requirements to promote independent research. Any references to past 
or future performance of a financial instrument, index or a packaged investment product are not, and should not be taken as, a reliable indicator of future 
results. eToro makes no representation and assumes no liability as to the accuracy or completeness of the content of this publication, which has been 
prepared utilising publicly available information."
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Summary: climbing the ‘wall of worry’

Markets climbing a ‘wall of worry’

Markets to grind higher as key worries start to ease: Global growth 
recovery resilient, Fed tightening well-signalled, and China outlook secure

❏ Virus ‘third wave’ spreading global growth and re-opening fears
❏ Fed nearing first step to begin unprecedented tightening of policy
❏ China tech crackdown adding to growth fears in no.2 economy

‘Buy-the-dip’ instinct is strong given with new investors, low bond yields, 
and strong fundamentals

Remain focused on upside from growth recovery

Global PMI’s have stayed strong, earnings reports and guidance surprised, 
and re-opening trade barely started with 70% world unvaccinated

❏ Favors reflation assets: cyclical equities (financials, commodities, 
industrials), commodities, crypto, small caps, and value 

❏ Cautious on fixed income, USD, defensive equities and China

Source: CD=Consumer Discretionary. CO=Communications. CS=Consumer Staples. EN=Energy. FN=Financials. 
HC=Healthcare. ID=Industrials. IT=Information Technology. MT=Materials. RE=Real Estate. UT=Utilities. 

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Performance: overdue volatility meets ‘buy-the-dip’ 

Overdue volatility driven by Virus/growth, Fed, and China fears 

❏ US equities +17% YTD on strong Q2 earnings and low bond yields 
❏ Small cap hit by virus-driven GDP growth fears

❏ European equities exposed to global growth and China fears with 
over 50% of revenues from overseas, the most of any region

❏ Chinese equities -18%, world’s worst performer as regulatory 
crackdown continues. Now one of world's cheapest markets

❏ Commodity led pullback on growth and China (largest buyer) fear
❏ Crypto assets rebound extends year-to-date performance lead

‘Buy the Dip’ drivers strong

1. More buyers: retail, corporates (buybacks), foreigners (home bias)
2. There Is No Alternative (TINA): Bond (1.3%) and cash (0.1%) yields
3. Strong fundamentals: Earnings growth high and still surprising

S&P 500 in the record books

❏ S&P 500 doubled from March 23, in fastest start to bull market. 
Seen 49 all-time-highs this year, closing on record of 77, from 1995

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://etoro-marketing.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/investment-office/Macro_Insights_17_08_21_Stock_market_records_keep_falling.pdf
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Risk I: virus ‘third wave’ raises growth recovery fears 

Third virus wave nearing peak, death rates lower, vaccinations rising

❏ Third wave virus cases may be peaking, as approach second wave 
prior peak

❏ 33% global population now received at least one vaccine dose. 
24% population fully vaccinated. 40m doses being given per day. 
Asia still lagging but vaccination rate is now catching up

❏ Economic impact is lower with every wave as society adjusts. 
Vaccines have broken case vs death linkage.

Delta variant is delaying not derailing economic normalisation

Global GDP growth forecasts remain high and resilient

❏ International Monetary Fund (IMF) raised global GDP growth 
forecast to 4.9% for next year. 70% countries forecasts raised

❏ Delta variant is driving country divergence, not derailing 
recovery. Insurance’ via @Vaccine-Med

❏ August PMI: Australia/Japan weak, US/UK easing, Europe strong

Room for further earnings increases, and GDP rebound as variant controlled

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Risk II: taper tantrum as Fed moves to tighten policy    

Fed about to start two-step move to tighten monetary policy

1. Slowly reduce (‘taper’) $120 billion a month bond purchases by 
mid 2022. See announcement at September 22 Fed meeting. Will 
slow growth of its $8 trillion balance sheet, which will naturally fall 
as bonds mature. Fed will not sell anything

2. Will then look to slowly raise current 0% monetary policy 
interest rate. Likely to start end 2022/early 2023, depending on 
inflation and GDP growth recovery

Market concerns focused on unique risk and history

❏ Fed balance sheet has never been this big, or interest rates this 
low. This is uncharted territory. Fed to move slowly and 
transparently, and only as economy has recovered

❏ History of negative bond market surprises and ‘tantrums’ is 
overdone. Equity markets performed very well around the 2013 
‘tantrum’ (see chart) and during Q1 this year when bond yields 
spiked

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Risk III: China tech crackdown and slower growth  

Twin-pronged China risks from tech crackdown and lower growth

1. China’s tech sector is proportionately the biggest of major 
equity markets, even more than the US and impacted by 
expanding government regulatory crackdown

2. GDP growth rebound cooled in World’s no2 economy, largest 
manufacturer, and commodity importer. Have kept policy tight to 
cut debt, even as new virus wave threatens

Short term versus long term

❏ Short term pressure to remain as 1) authorities to only modestly 
stimulate economy (reserve requirement ratio cuts and more 
infrastructure investment), and 2) tech crackdown has been 
broadening with little visibility on where it ends

❏ Long term opportunities are growing, as 1) the authorities have 
significant policy flexibility to prevent a broader economic 
slowdown, 2) remain committed to tech sector development, 3) 
with equity market valuations near half US levels, and 4) the 
market dramatically under-owned by foreign investors

Long term opportunities in @ChinaTech and @ChinaCar

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Earnings: high profit margins key to market upside

Margins are the key to continued profit increases

❏ S&P 500 company profit margins surged to record 13% last quarter 
(and Europe to 10%). Are key to the profit surprises we see 
taking markets higher. Also why many so cautious on future 
profits: that high margins not sustainable and to be hit by costs.

❏ We disagree for 3 reasons: 
❏ cost pressure peaking, and offset by revenue rebound 
❏ rising tech continues to structurally boost margins
❏ ‘re-opening’ segments barely recovered weak margins

Room for more

❏ Estimates for rest of year have barely moved, despite strong Q2
❏ Full year 2022 expectations are only for 9% earnings growth 

More ‘beats’ to come given - 

1. Low 2020 earnings base
2. Still rising GDP growth expectations
3. Higher commodity prices
4. Rising company guidance - running at 2x normal

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://etoro-marketing.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/investment-office/Macro_Insights_19_08_21_Why_profit_margins_to_stay_high.pdf
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Valuations: high but increasingly supported

Valuations are high and to come down naturally

❏ Valuations well-above average, driven by low bond yields, 
depressed earnings, and higher tech weights

❏ Recent decline in bond yields and move up in earnings forecasts 
after strong Q2 has closed gap to our ‘fair value’ P/E valuation

❏ 0.5% bond yield move = 10% P/E change
❏ Back to 2.6% (from 1.9%) GDP growth = 20% P/E change

Fed ‘tapering’ likely to drive some rise in bond yields

❏ All-else equal this would pressure equity valuations lower
❏ Would also drive some rotation away from ‘expensive’ growth and 

tech, towards cheaper value and financials
❏ Higher earnings growth best protection. Offsets lower valuation

Valuation opportunities

❏ International markets P/E vs the US widened from 5% to 25% 
last decade. 

❏ Financials valuation discount widened to 40% as low interest rates 
and higher capital requirements eroded profitability

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Themes: 80% consider thematic investing. Boom continues 

The thematic investment boom has a long way to go

❏ Interest in investment themes, rather than traditional country or 
sector allocations, has boomed and has a long way to go. 

❏ Grew 4x last year to $600bn, but only 2.5% fund assets, 
and 80% considering per our retail investor survey

❏ Performance been strong, tech disruption rising, ESG issues more 
important. Thematic investing has some unique issues though, 
from less diversification to more volatility

❏ Cleantech and digital transformation are the focus according 
to our investor survey. Younger investors are leading

Top performers led by @ChinaCar, @Driverless, and @FashionPortfolio

Vaccine stocks are cheap insurance, even after the biotech rally

❏ A third virus wave and need for booster shots is lengthening and 
growing the vaccine investment case

❏ Vaccine biotech outperformed but valuations low. Big pharma 
vaccine lagged market and cheap. Portfolio insurance is cheap 

See @Vaccine-Med portfolio

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Commodities: suffering most from growth worries 

Commodities pressure from vice of growth fears and stronger USD

❏ Oil, copper, steel, and lumber saw 7%+ weakness last week
❏ Fears focused on China-led demand slowdown
❏ Stronger USd makes commodities more expensive

Still see a rare ‘sweet spot’

❏ After 10-year underperformance, in sweet spot of rebounding 
demand, tight supply, and higher investment demand (inflation) 

❏ Retail investor survey shows as the most favoured asset class 

Pros and cons of owning commodity equities rather than physical

❏ (+) broader range of instruments and commodity exposures, 
dividend income, operating leverage to rising prices

❏ (-) may not move with commodity prices if hedged or diversified, or 
where other issues more important (debt, management)

China dominates demand for many commodities

❏ Chinese commodity demand far outstrips its GDP (18% of world)

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Currencies: winners and losers from the USD

USD is at a multi-month high vs other currencies

❏ Boosted by some safer-haven flows as delta variant spread and 
Fed perceived more hawkish stance on interest rates 

Why it matters? Strong USD hurts EM, commodities, and tech

❏ A weaker USD would help emerging markets (EEM), by easing 
USD financing and debt pressures. 

❏ Also commodities (DJP), which are priced in USD and become 
cheaper for foreign buyers (as well as related assets like Australia)

❏ US sectors with large foreign sales, such as IT (XLK) with 57% sales 
from overseas. 

❏ By contrast, stronger local currencies impact the large number of 
very global and generally lower profit-margin European (EZU) 
companies. Over 50% of UK and European corporate sales come 
from abroad, and would become less profitable.

Expect a modest USD reversal in coming months

❏ Global vaccinations spread and third virus wave eases
❏ Rest-of-world GDP growth picks up relative to the US

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Crypto: Bitcoin back over $50,000. Cardano (ADA) spotlight 

Crypto recovery underway. Bitcoin back over $50,000

❏ Market value of cryptocurrencies rose back above $2 trillion
❏ Recovery from April/May -48% bitcoin sell-off. In-line with average 

of the fifteen major bitcoin corrections over the last decade

Cardano (ADA) in spotlight

❏ Boosted ahead of the September Alonzo hard fork that would 
bring smart contract functionality. 

❏ It is now the third largest crypto asset behind Bitcoin (BTC) and 
Ethereum, (ETH) with a market value around $80 billion

❏ The the most widely held crypto asset on eToro. 

Institutional crypto adoption barely started. To be led by two drivers:

1. By far highest risk-adjusted returns of any asset. Adjusting for 
huge volatility crypto-assets still outpace equities over 5x

2. Correlation with other asset classes very low. Means can be 
added to a diversified portfolio and reduces risk, despite volatility

3. Global liquid investable assets over US$250 trillion, 400x bitcoin 
market cap

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://1mr3lc1zt3xi1fzits1il485-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Q2-Most-held-crypto-FINAL.pdf

